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INTRODUCTION BY THE MANAGING DIRECTOR
Dear reader,
I hope that you had a good start into 2014.
This will indeed be a very busy year for us professionals in the waste management field.
As you will know, the Commission is, together with external consultancies, working on
the review of EU waste targets and a fitness check of key EU waste stream directives.
Adding to this important work, we are also awaiting the publication of the Commission
study on EPR guidelines. EPR is also a key topic at international level, with the OECD
making progress on their EPR guidelines project and UNEP progressing in the
preparation of their global waste management outlook report, again with EPR identified
as one of the tools to run effective waste management systems. EXPRA is actively
contributing to all of these very important initiatives.
In the pages to follow, you can read about a selection of recent and upcoming EXPRA
activities and get a glimpse of key EU developments on the waste and resource
efficiency from the past month. I am also pleased to announce a new feature of this
newsletter, the ‘News from the members’ section which provides interesting and
inspiring updates from our members.
With only one month to go to the next Packaging Waste and Sustainability Forum, I
would strongly recommend you to register so that you will not miss all of the interesting
presentations and stimulating discussions that we will see at the forum. EXPRA is
pleased to organise this event together with AGRA-Informa on 4-5 March in Brussels.
I hope to see you there!
With best regards,

Joachim Quoden
Managing Dierctor of EXPRA
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EXPRA Update - January 2014
EURACTIV / EUROPEAN CONFERENCE ON EPR
With the support of EUROPEN, Euractiv is organising a stakeholder workshop. The aim
is to discuss success factors in the field of EPR for packaging with a view to further
clarify key issues related to EPR, such as the role of obliged industry and other key
stakeholders, transparency and cost-effectiveness.
The speakers will include Michel Sponar from the European Commission’s Waste Unit
as well as representatives from the European Environment Bureau, Municipal Waste
Europe, VKU, Interseroh, EUROPEN and the Austrian packaging recovery system ARA.
EXPRA will also be well represented at the event. William Vermeir (Fost Plus), Begoña
de Benito Fernández (Eco Embes) and Todor Bourgoudjiev (Eco Pack) will all speak
during the event.
For more information and to register please contact: events@euractiv.com

UPDATE
SYMBOL

ON THE JOIN INDUSTRY ACTION RELATED TO THE

FRENCH TRIMAN SORTING

The French government intends to introduce a mandatory sorting symbol for different
products (packaging, WEEE, batteries etc.) called the Triman Symbol. The symbol
should indicate that a specific product can be recycled.
A number of leading industry associations under the leadership of AmChamEU (the
American Chamber of Commerce to the EU) have signed a letter to the European
Commission stressing that it can negatively impact the internal market. EXPRA is one of
the co-signers of this letter which can be found here.
In the meantime the Triman issue is moving forward with an exemption for glass.
However, the actual Triman decree has not yet been published but the ‘loi d’habilitation
à prendre par ordonnance diverses mesures de simplification et de sécurisation de la
vie des entreprises’, has been published in the OJ, which includes as article (nr 19) on
Triman.
The industry group is continuing to actively follow the developments on this matter,
including in relation to the WTO consultation on the French decree.
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OECD PROJECT ON EPR GUIDELINES
After a year of preparation, the OECD has started working on a new project on EPR
guidelines (following a similar EPR project from 1998 to 2003). During the past months,
case studies, draft position papers and the Global Forum event have been prepared by
the OECD team.
The Managing Director of EXPRA is participating in the OECD EPR expert group that is
preparing the guidelines, and also took part in the previous OECD project.
The first draft of the OECD guidelines will be discussed during a Global EPR Forum,
which will take place on 17 to 19 June 2014 in Tokyo, where the leading experts in the
field of EPR will be present.

GLOBAL WASTE MANAGEMENT OUTLOOK BY UNEP-IETC AND ISWA
UNEP has invited the managing director of EXPRA to contribute to a new initiative
undertaken by UNEP-IETC and ISWA for developing the Global Waste Management
Outlook. This authoritative reference document will address global challenges, trends,
financial models and policies across the waste sector.
EXPRA has participated in the consultation that was organised related to the project,
and provided its input to the structure of such an outlook in particular as regards EPR.
The input from the consultation will feed into the work of the UNEP expert team.

EXPRA ON LINKEDIN & UPDATED LEAFLET
EXPRA has created a company page on LinkedIn, where you can read news about
EXPRA and important developments in the waste management and EPR sectors.
You can visit the EXPRA page here.
The EXPRA leaflet has been updated with our member from Quebec, Canada. Please
find it here.
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News Updates
REVIEW OF THE EUROPEAN WASTE MANAGEMENT TARGETS – CONSULTATION RESULTS
The consultancy Eunomia was commissioned to undertake an exercise to review of the
targets in the Waste Framework Directive, the Landfill Directive and the Packaging and
Packaging Waste Directive. This study aims to identify the key issues with the existing
targets and propose possible solutions.
The European Commission commissioned the review in order to act on the review
clauses set out in the Directives, and to look at how the targets can better contribute to
Europe’s broader ambition to promote resource efficiency.
The first phase of this project involved a web-based consultation to which all European
stakeholders were able to respond (including public authorities, citizens, third sector
organisations and industry). The consultation ran between 4 June and 10 September
2013, during which a total of 670 responses were received. A summary of the
consultation results were recently published (see here).
As regards the PPWD, two suggestions received significant levels of support: 1) to
standardise the methodology for calculating recycling rates; 2) to remove from the
directive the maximum limit of 80% that stipulates how much packaging waste a
Member State is allowed to recycle.
On the other hand, the more strongly opposed suggestions included proposal to create
subcategories for the targets for packaging materials as well as the option to remove
the target for packaging waste from municipal sources from the PPWD and including it
into the WFD. Neither was the suggestion to expand the recycling target to include
reuse nor to introduce targets for reuse for all packaging very welcomed.

UPDATE ON PLASTIC BAGS DOSSIER
The draft report by the European Parliament (EP) Environment (ENVI) Committee
(Rapporteur Margrete Auken (Greens, DK)) on the proposal for a directive on packaging
and packaging waste to reduce the consumption of lightweight plastic carrier bags, has
been published (available here).
Auken calls for a common European approach to the problem, but argues that the
Commission’s proposal fails to deliver this. In this regard, Auken bases her approach on
the preferred option identified in the Commission’s impact assessment, i.e. an EU
reduction target (Auken suggests an 80% reduction target for two years after the entry
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into force of the directive based on the average consumption in the EU in
2010) and economic measures to ensure that plastic bags are not handed out for free.
Following the publication of the draft report, the EP ENVI Committee organised an
exchange of views on the Commission proposal on 22 January.
Julius Langendorff, Deputy Head of Unit, DG ENVI A2 Waste Management & Recycling,
spoke on behalf of the Commission. He gave an overview of the provisions of the
proposal and added that the proposal should be viewed in the wider context of waste
management and the various initiatives that are ongoing in this field (Waste Target
Review, Waste Fitness Check etc.).
Among the issues raised by MEPs during the discussion was whether to support the
80% reduction target as proposed by rapporteur Auken, and opinions were split on this
matter amongst the MEPs. Various comments were also made on biodegradable bags,
and opinions differed on whether to promote these or not.




6 March 2014: Vote in the ENVI Committee
March 2014: Continuation of Council Working Group meetings
April 2014: Vote in plenary (tbc)

EP PLENARY ADOPTS REPORT ON 'A EUROPEAN STRATEGY ON PLASTIC WASTE IN THE
ENVIRONMENT'
The report (available here) was adopted on 14 January. It stresses that EU legislation
on plastic waste should focus on reducing plastic waste. In this regard, the report calls
for specific binding targets for collection, sorting (which could “reach the ambitious level
of 80%”) and recycling for the various waste streams including packaging. It also calls
for mandatory criteria for recyclability.
The final report also makes specific reference is also made to EPR, outlining that the
application of this principle as well as consumer awareness “have a role to play in
preventing illegal exports and in a significant reduction of plastic waste in the
environment”.
Furthermore, the plenary agrees that plastic waste should be considered a valuable
resource, and calls on the Commission to make proposals by the end of next year to
phase out landfilling of recyclable and recoverable waste by 2020. ENVI MEPs would
also like to see a reduction of the use of single use plastic bags.

EP ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE ADOPTS REPORT ON WASTE SHIPMENT RULES
On 22 January, the European Parliament (EP) Committee on Environment (ENVI)
adopted its report on the Commission’s proposal to amend Regulation (EC) No
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1013/2006 on shipments of waste. An important focus area of the proposal
is to address illegal trade in waste inter alia by requiring Member States to set up
inspection plans.
In the EP vote, the proposal made by EP rapporteur Bart Staes (Greens/BE) to include
a minimum number of physical, on-site checks, as opposed to checks on paperwork
was supported and so was his suggestion that these plans should be made public in
order to increase transparency. Staes proposal to provide inspectors greater powers as
regards demanding information from firms suspected to export illegal waste was also
supported.
Following the vote, Staes commented that: “Although the EU Waste Shipment
Regulation (WSR) requires that all waste exported out of the OECD countries is treated
in an environmentally sound manner to protect citizens and environment, inspections
have shown that approximately 25 per cent of waste shipments within the EU do not
comply with the WSR”.
Staes was also given a mandate to start negotiations with the Council on this file. This
item is a priority file for the Greek Presidency, who would like to see a deal reached
before the European elections.
The EP Plenary vote on the dossier is foreseen for April 2014.
You can find additional information here and the Commission proposal here.

CONSULTATION ON CERTIFICATION FOR WASTE TREATMENT FACILITIES
The European Commission has launched a public consultation on certification for waste
treatment facilities. The consultation follows a previous commitment made to “examine
the feasibility of applying a global certification scheme for recycling facilities to the
export of waste streams, building on environmentally-sound management criteria”.
The aim of this consultation is to obtain stakeholders’ views on different certification
actions which could be undertaken with a view to tackle the problem of waste shipments
out of the European Union to non-OECD countries if the waste is not treated in an
environmentally sound manner.
The Commission would like to get views on whether to introduce a certification scheme
or not and, if so, what waste categories it should cover.
Considering that you recently asked us to include waste shipments in the EXPRA issue
tracker, we would like to ask for your view on whether this is something that EXPRA
wants to consider completing and, if so, if we can be of any assistance.
You can find additional information about the consultation here and the questionnaire
here. EXPRA will participate in this consultation.
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EUROPEAN FOOD SCP ROUND TABLE LAUNCHES ENVIFOOD PROTOCOL
On 20 January, the European Food SCP Round Table launched a new initiative to
support the movement towards more informed choice. With the ENVIFOOD Protocol
version 1.0 a framework methodology is provided for the sector to give guidance for
environmental footprint assessments in the food, feed and drink sector. The SCP round
table describes it as “the first sectoral framework methodology to build on both global
(ISO) and EU (Product Environmental Footprint - PEF) approaches in order to provide
specific guidance for conducting environmental footprint assessments (…)”.
It aims to provide scientifically reliable assessments that are consistent, understandable
and unambiguous. The Protocol comes after 19 pilot tests as well as a public
consultation conducted in 2013.
Additional information is available here.
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News from EXPRA members
CONAI (IT)
THE NEW CONAI PREVENTION DOSSIER
CONAI is actively working to further enhance the
environmental sustainability culture among companies, inter
alia through initiatives in the context of the Pensare Futuro
(Think Future) Project. A key activity in this regard is the
publication of the so called Prevention Dossier, which aims
to promote voluntary actions by companies in the field of
eco-sustainable packaging design and creation. In
December 2013, CONAI published a new edition of the
Prevention Dossier, which collects and promotes new cases
of virtuous packaging proposed by both producer and user
companies.
The online tool http://www.ecotoolconai.org has helped
member companies to evaluate the eco-efficiency of their
packaging by comparing its environmental impact before and after the intervention was
adopted. The tool is based on the “cradle to cradle” approach, and allows to calculate,
through a simplified LCA analysis, the effects of preventive actions taken by companies
on their own packaging. The result of such analysis is expressed in: % of CO2 emission
reduction, % of energy consumption reduction, % of water consumption reduction.
The new Prevention Dossier can be downloaded on http://www.conai.org/.
CONAI has also launched a new competition on prevention) which allows companies to
participate with their prevention projects on packaging. Deadline to participate is 20
February.

FOST PLUS (BE)
BE SMART AND SORT WITH RECYCLE!
In answer to all waste related enquiries in Belgium, Fost plus has created a new mobile
application called “Recycle!”.
Since its launch on 1 January 2014, and as a result of a very successful press report,
the number of users rapidly increased. With close to 100.000 downloads, Recycle!
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already meets the ambitious expectations and the app has yet become the
number one reference!
What are the opening hours of the container park in your city or municipality? Will your
paper-cardboard be collected this week or only a week from now? Thanks to Recycle!,
you will receive the correct answer on your smartphone or tablet. Moreover, you will be
able to set a waste collection reminder, and you will discover the nearest way to the
container park, waste collection point or recycling store.
Download Recycle! via the Apple App Store (iOS) or the Google Playstore (Android).
The app is available in Dutch, French and English.
Recycle! is a joint intiative of Fost Plus and two other recycling organizations (Bebat and
Recupel) in collaboration with the intermunicipal authorities.

ECO-ROM (RO)
NEW STUDY ON HOUSEHOLD WASTE COMPOSITION IN ROMANIA
Currently, the average Romanian living in an urban area produces about 346 kg of
household waste per year, while the average for a person living in a rural area is up to
3.5 times less (about 95 kg of waste household per year). Out of this, recyclable waste
represents about 39% of the waste in urban areas and 52% in rural areas. About half of
this comes from packaging.
These are the results from a study conducted by Eco-Rom Ambalaje for the period
September 2012 - August 2013. The first study on waste analysis was carried out ten
years ago when the separate collection was not yet developed.
The study results reveal that the urban population separates in the 1.1m3 containers 8.4
kg of all recyclable waste generated (which can be compared to the 134.6 kg recyclable
waste generated annually by one person). Most citizens identified recyclable waste as
paper, followed by the plastic and glass.
Packaging waste represents approximately 50% (65 kg) of the total weight of recyclable
waste, and 18% of the total waste generated annually by a person in urban areas.
According to the similar study, ten years ago basically all packaging waste was sent to
landfill, currently 7.5 % is collected in containers of 1.1 m3 (i.e. 5 kg of the total of 65 kg
of waste packaging generated annually by a person in urban areas).
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Seminar Eco-Rom Ambalaje waste composition

ROMANIAN

EDUCATION PROGRAMME
INTERNATIONAL AWARD

GREEN LABORATORY

OF

RECYCLING

RECEIVES

The Green Laboratory for Recycling (GLR) is a national educational innovation, meant
to fill the gap in-depth recycling education. Designed for children aged 9 and 10, the
GLR is a ‘virtual world’ where children can learn about the benefits of separate waste
collection system through games and different activities.
The GLR is a fully modified bus, adapted to the curious and imaginative minds of kids, a
complete interactive 3D experience. In this
mobile laboratory, fiction and reality overlap in
three areas of activation: the mini 3D cinema
zone – where children watch the adventurous
process of five packaging waste characters to a
recycling factory, the digital area with PC
tablets – where children have to score their best
by placing correctly as many pieces of
packaging as possible, and the magic recycling
cube – where they learn the mechanics of
recycling.
Green Laboratory for Recycling – Game space
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In 2013, the program received the Golden Award for Romania for small and
medium enterprise category at European CSR Award and Silver Stevie Award for CSR
project at European level within the International Business Award competition.

GREEN DOT NORWAY
THE NORWEGIAN CONTACT FORUM FOR WASTE
The Norwegian EPA has established a contact forum for the waste sector. This is an
informal meeting place where members from municipalities, waste collectors, NGOs
and industry organisations come together on invitation from EPA. Green Dot Norway is
not among the regular members but is invited if the agenda is relevant. The basic idea
for EPA is to involve stakeholders earlier in the process through the contact forum. The
contact forum will not replace public hearings, and will meet 2-4 times a year.

THE NORWEGIAN WASTE STRATEGY
Norway’s former government launched a new Waste Strategy just before they lost the
election. The new government has not yet decided if it should be changes or stand as it
is. What is also clear is that there will be a high focus on plastics, both packaging and
other plastics. For Waste prevention, food waste will be the main focus. Also more
Norwegian specialties, such as leisure boats and fish farming can look forward to EPR
in the future. In addition there will a pilot project to collect more textiles from household.

PLASTIC BAGS
Norway’s former government launched a new Waste Strategy just before they lost the
election. Both Green Dot Norway and Norwegian municipalities are concerned about
stricter rules for plastic bags. Norwegian bags are thinner than 50 microns, without that
being any problem to use them for residual waste. Most of the bags are used at least
twice, and the quality is depending on other things that the thickness of the bag. Green
Dot Norway carried out an analysis some years ago, which showed we could account
for more than 99% of the plastic bags. Most of them were used for residual waste, some
to bring deposit bottles to the shops, some were used to bring used textile to recycling
stations, and some were used to bring glass and metal packaging to recycling stations.
The surplus was material recycled with other mixed plastics.
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GREENPAK (MT)
RESIDENTS REWARDED FOR RECYCLING
GreenPak has for several years collaborated closely with local regional councils with
regards to the separation and collection of packaging waste. During this time GreenPak
has introduced various educational initiatives such as leaflets, media adverts and door
to door visits to reinforce its collection structure. As a result recycling amounts have
improved, in some localities by 76%.
During 2010 in recognition of this continual achievement and good relations, GreenPak
launched its 3 R bag initiative- the three “R” stand for “Reward, Reuse, Recycle”. The
aim of the initiative is to reward residents directly to show appreciation for their efforts
and participation. The 3R Bag is a cloth shopping bag specifically designed for this
initiative filled with free gifts ranging from food, beauty products, toiletries, stationeries
and various other products which had been kindly donated by producers subscribed to
GreenPak. Thus in addition to rewarding residents, GreenPak members are also
encouraged to participate and enhance their Corporate Social Responsibility policies.
The method of rewarding residents is done via GreenPak representatives visiting
localities and observing which residents deposit their recycling bags outside their
properties. Said residents are than rewarded and in many cases, pleasantly surprised
with the 3R Bag.
This year’s initiative was launched in Valletta the capital city of Malta and in the
presence of the Parliamentary Secretary for Culture and Local Government, Dr José
Herrera. At the time of writing the initiative is still on-going and it is envisaged that more
residents than during 2010 will be rewarded and more producers have requested to
participate in same.

3R Bag Front 2013
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EKO-KOM (CZ)
EKO-KOM LAUNCHES INFORMATION CAMPAIGN FOR 2014
This year’s campaign emphasizes the contribution made by consumers who sort their
waste (currently 70% of the Czech population). The campaign also focuses on the
recycling of waste and the important contribution that this makes to a better
environment.
In the first thirty-second spot, animals thank consumers for their will to sort waste. The
aim of the spot is to motivate consumers to sort waste. As is mentioned in the spot, the
70% of Czech consumers who sort their waste have within one year saved over 23
square kilometers of nature. The second twenty-second TV advert informs about the
fact that 1,8 million trees are saved thanks to the proper recycling of the paper in the
country.
The campaign can be seen in national and regional print as well as social media, all
stressing the importance of waste sorting and recycling.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=td7ls2YQkfw

***********************
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